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Preface

The Textbook Society, Karnataka has been engaged in producing new textbooks 

according to the new syllabi which in turn are designed on NCF – 2005 since June 

2010. Textbooks are prepared in 12 languages; seven of them serve as the media of 

instruction. From standard 1 to 4 there is the EVS, mathematics and 5th to 10th there 

are three core subjects namely mathematics, science and social science.

NCF – 2005 has a number of special features and they are:

 connecting knowledge to life activities 

The new books are produced based on three fundamental approaches namely-

Constructive approach, Spiral approach and Integrated approach

The learner is encouraged to think, engage in activities, master skills and 

competencies. The materials presented in these books are integrated with values. 

The new books are not examination oriented in their nature. On the other hand they 

help the learner in the all round development of his/her personality, thus help him/

her become a healthy member of a healthy society and a productive citizen of this 

great country, India. 

The most important objectives of teaching language are listening, speaking, 

reading, writing and reference work. These skills have been given a lot of importance 

in all the language textbooks. Along with the inculcation of these skills, fundamental 

grammar, opportunities for learners to appreciate beauty and imbibe universal 

life values have been integrated in language textbooks. When learners master 

these competencies, they would stop studying textbooks for the sake of passing 

examinations. In order to help learners master these competencies, a number of 

paired and group activities, assignments and project work have been included in the 
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textbooks. It is expected that these activities would help learner master communicative 

skills. Ultimately, it is expected that students master the art of learning to learn 

and make use of these competencies in real life.  Textbooks for students X have a 

competencies and at the same time there is going to be a public examination based 

on them. 

The Textbook Society expresses grateful thanks to the chairpersons, writers, 

scrutinisers, artists, staff of DIETs and CTEs and the members of the Editorial Board 

and printers in helping the Text Book Society in producing these textbooks. A few 

works of some writers and poets have been included in these textbooks. The textbook 

society is extremely grateful to them for giving their consent for the inclusion of these 

pieces in the textbooks. 

Date: 1.3.2014

 Prof G S Mudambadithaya   Y T Gurumurthy

             Coordinator                                          Managing Director                                                                      

  Curriculum Revision and                             Karnataka Textbook Society®

     Textbook Preparation                                        Bangalore, Karnataka

 Karnataka Textbook Society  

     Bangalore, Karnataka                                                                                       
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Àðúú®»ðúÀðýó·
µò‡÷Œðú ¾òÁÏðæ ç½ñ¹ò#°ðð ´ðç·® 2005 Ã™‰ Æñýó´ð¼ðÃË ¡¼ðú²ðú¹®²ò °ðÁòâ·°ð Áòç½ÌñÙ  

ç½ñ¿Îðúºðë® °ðÁòâ·°ð Áòç½Ìñ Ù ¾òÁÏðæç½ñ¹ò#°ð¼ðú ½ñ\½ÌñÐ\®ƒ®ˆ. ˆ÷‰‰ ¡Àð²òÈñó¼ð ´”Æñú°—‰  
ºð»ð¼ðú²ðú¹®²ò ¾òÁÏòæ®ÅòÃ¼ðú ¨®½õ°ð ´”Æñú°—‰ 10Àð ºðÁð²ð‡ ç½ñ»ÏÎðÀðú ¿Îò½Ìñ  º’Ãú²ðú ¾òÁÏðæ½ñûÆñÞ°ò‰â 
ºðŒðýóÁðú ´”Œðú¸ð® µ\‚®ˆ.

ç½ñ‡ ¾òÁÏð®Ã™¼ðýó ÁòÆõ¼ðÀò\ ½ñ\´ðŒðú®, ¥»”àÅð®, ¡ÀðÆñÁðÀ’ –ú¼ð ½ñþÁòë½ñÁð ‹ÀðÁð¹,  
ç°—ºðÞ½ñ»òÃË ¡ÁòßÃú, ¡ÀðÆñÁðÀ’ –ú¼ð ¿Îò¾Ìò¿ÎòæÇòÃ¼ðú ´”ÁðÕ¸ð® »òëÁò ‰\à½Ìñ Ù ¾òÁÏòæ®Åò‰â  
ÆñÀðúÁðßÀð®ºð®²ò ç²ðÈõó®´ð¸ò‰€ ¡¼ðúËòÃ®²ò ËòÁðÕ¿}®ˆ. ½ñ\ÆñÁð® Àðú\Œðúú ¼’–‡°ð ‹ÃúÀðÃ 
¡Àð²òÈñó¼ð°’– ‹Å”½Ìñ ç¾ò»Îò¼ðæ® £Àðë¿}®ˆ. ¡¿ÎðæÆñ¼ð® ¢Èñôé»ð°ðÁð®²ò ¥® ”̧‹»Îð®²ò Áðýó¾˜®ˆ® ð́¿} 
¢»Îðú‰°ðºðº™ ¾ò·ú ÀðúýóÃÇòÈõóºðæ®Ã™‰ Ç˜²ðÆñú¼ðú ‰Ãú½ñû°—®·ýó çÅ”{÷°ð§ºð ¡¿ÎðæÆñ¼ò‰€ 

 
 
 

¾˜®»ðú½ñÁð´ð̧ ð® µ\‚®ˆ.

ÆñÃÈñôÃ¼ðú ¡Èñôë‰ÆñúÞ¼òâ®.

Èñó§ºðýóãÁðë°ð °ð§ºðµØºðÃú. 

½ñÁÏðæ½ñûÆñÞ°ð Æñ‹ú‡(\.) Æñ®Œ’ýóµËÃú ç¾˜. „.¨ÆŸ.Àðúú¸ð®¿}ºòÞŒðú²ò\€, ÀðæÀðÇòß½ñ°ð ‰Á”àÅð°ðúÃú  
‘.À’–.…. ²ðúÁðúÀðúýó\Þ  ²ò\€, ÆñÈñó‰Á”àÅðËÃú ‘ ¿’ÄðêÅ’…Ù ²ò\€, ÆñÈñóŒðú°ð ‰Á”àÅðËÃú ‘Àðú‡ 

 

 
 ¡»ÎðæËÉÃú
 ¾òÁÏðæ½ñûÆñÞ°ð Áð´ð¼ò Æñ‹ú‡.
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